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PREFACE
Although biography is an established genre in
the twentieth century, the aim of this present study is
not to give a history of biography, nor even a history
of English biography.

Instead, one proposes, first, to

examine the standards of the classical biographer,
Plutarch, in an attempt to find answers for two ques
tions:

why was biography a forgotten art for so many

centuries; and why did it emerge anew in the seventeenth
century?

Works

th~helped

advance a biographical concept

are to be considered in English tradition.

The present

author, however, makes no attempt to survey all early
biographical works, but has selected the most significant
ones mentioned by Waldo Dunn in English Biography and
Donald Stauffer in English Biography before 1700.
All critical works concerned with the history of
biography refer to Izaak Walton's Lives as a great
contribution to biographical literature.

Many scholars

since Walton's time have mentioned his art with much
admiration.

For example, Wordsworth in his Ecclesiastical

Sonnets wrote,
There are no colours in the fairest sky
So fair as these. The feather, whence the pen

iv

Was shaped that traced the liyes of these good men
Dropped from an Angel's wing.
One endeavors to discover what it is that makes Walton's
Lives so outstanding in the history of this literature.
Thus~

one examines Walton's biographical methods by

means of a chronological approach to the Lives.
The word, biography, as it is used in this study
is in need of definition.

The Oxford English Dictionary

defines it as llthe history of the lives of men as a
branch of literature."

Nicolson further explicates the

term:

(1)
(2 )

(3)

A biography must be a UhistoryU in the sense
that it must be accurate and depict a person
in relation to his times~ .
It must describe the "indi vidual lt vvith g,ll the
gradations of human character and not merely
present a type of virtue or vice.
It must be composed as a "branch of literature ll
in that it must be written in grammatical 2
English with an adequate feeling for style.

Following these principles, a writer would produce "pure"
biography.

Therefore, the present author bases the

organization of this study upon the criteria of truth,
character, and style.
Other works particularly useful to this investiga
tion were John Garraty's The Nature of Biography; Harold
lWilliam Wordsworth, The Complete Poetical Works
of William Wordsworth, p. 625.
2Harold Nicolson, 'tThe Practice of Biography,"
American Scholar, XXIII (1954), 152.

v

Nicolson's The Development of English Biography; David
Novarr's The IVlaking of iilalton' s 'Lives'; and John 3utt' s
Itlzaak Walton's Methods in Biographylt in Essays and
Studies Qy the Members of the English Association, 1934.
Margaret Bottrall's Izaak lialton; James Lowell's chapter
ItWalton" in Latest Literary Essays and Addresses; and
George Carver's chapter, ulzaak Walton and His Lives lt in
Alms for Oblivion, were valuable sources.
The author wishes to express her gratitude to

Dr. Charles E. Walton whose encouragement and suggestions
are deeply appreciated.

The

auth~

is also indebted to

Dr. June J. Morgan for her service as a second reader.
Emporia, Kansas
August, 1967
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CHAPTER I
BICGRAPHY:

AN EMERGING GENRE

Man seems qUite arrogant in wanting to have his
deeds, thoughts, and passions preserved.

Nevertheless,

since men are individuals, they have always desired to
express themselves, and one of man's earliest expressions
is his recording of facts about another's life.
Symbols, showing the lives of Egyptian kings, are to be
found in ancient tombs.

The lives of many Biblical

people are portrayed in the Old Testament.

In books

named for them, the lives of Ruth, Solomon and Joshua
are revealed.

Genesis tells the life and character of

Joseph in an orderly manner.

Similarly, the four

gospels of the New Testament give the life of Jesus
Christ.
Ancient biography, however, was more than just
incidental writing.

With Plutarch (46-l20 A. D.),

classical biography emerges, part of whose greatness is
due to his time and part to his genius.)

A modern

3Jo hn Garraty, The Nature of Biography, p. 43.

2

embraces only a fragment of civilization, while
Plutarch saw firsthand the records of Greece and Rome. 4
By

h~time,

Greek and Roman cultures had reached an

apex, and his Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans is,
in many ways, a summary of that ancient culture. 5 The
time was also ideal for such writing, in that before
him a whole school of peripatetic writers had already
made biography a popular form, portraying in most orderly
form the origin, education, career, and, to some
the personality of man. 6 Plutarch's genius was

extent,

patterned after the standards of this school, and beyond
all of his predecessors he excelled in his portrayals of
character and personality.7 Writing his biographies in
pairs, he endeavored to show, for example, how Demetrius
differed from Antony.$

Many of his methods--his use of

a variety of devices to catch his reader's interest at the
beginning of a work and his utilization of popular
sayings and anecdotal material with which to hold the

~illiam Thayer, The Art of Biography, p. 1$.
5Garraty, The Nature of Biography, p. 43.
p. 16$.

6Duane Stuart, Epochs of Greek and Roman Biography,

7Edward H. O'Neill, A History of American
Biography, p. 4.
$Bernadotte Perrin (tr.), Plutarch's Lives, IX,
333-J1+3.

3
reader's interest--have not been excelled by modern
biographers. 9 That Plutarch himself was aware of his
role as a biographer is shown in the following passage
from his famous The Life of Alexander:
It is the lives of Alexander • • • and Caesar
• • • that I am writing and the multitude of the
deeds to be treated is so great that I must tell
my readers • • • it is not Histories that I am
writing but Lives; and in the most illustrious deeds
there is not always a manifestation of virtue or
vice, nay, a slight thing like a phrase or a jest
often makes a greater revelation of character than
battles where thousands fall, or the greatest
armaments or sieges of cities • • • • I TBst be
devoted to the signs of the soul in man.
One is impressed by his lack of chronology and his
stress on morals so contrary to modern standards for
biography, but one admits, nevertheless, that Plutarch's
writings had many Qf the essentials of biography.
After reaching such heights, it is curious that
biography did not continue in its development
centuries following Plutarch.

in the

As the other branches of

classical culture, biography lost all originality and
vitality as a great civilization

cr~~bled.

of the Roman Empire (476 A. D.),

~he

With the fall

world entered into

what is coml'nonly called the Nedieval Period which lasted
until around 1450.

The earlier part of this period was

9Garraty, ~ Nature of Biography, p. 48.
10Bernadotte Perrin (tr.), Plutarch's Lives, VII,
225.

4
characterized oy a lack of social and

cultu~al

progress.

However, to imply that these centuries were without
biographical writing would be grossly incorrect.

In

fact, much biography was written, but its art was
•
~ • ~
••
. 11 r ,
statlC.
Aavancenents In ~lIe-wrltlng were rare.
Since medieval subjects for biography

ca~e

either

from the church or the state, life-writings up to 1450
may be classified as either a saint's life or as a
chronicle.

Before the Norman

saints

a discernible contribution to the art of

m~(e

biography.

Conquest, three lives of

One first recognizes man, the real germ of

biog~aphy, in Adamnan's Life of St. Colwjba (692-697).12
The first biographical letter was used by Eddius
Stepnanus in \iilfrid (710-720), however, not to
interpret a man's character but to expound upon the
events surrounding a man. 13 Although known chiefly as
a historian, Bede wrote a

~ of St. Cuthbert (721).14

Although others before him had written lives in Latin
verse, Bede, in this work, produced a successful prose

llDonald Stauffer, English Biography Before 1700,
p. 3.

l2Waldo Dunn, English Biography, p. 3.
l3 r "blQ.,
. , p. 7 •
143eda Venerabilis, Bedets Ecclesiastical History
of the English Nation, pp. 286-348.

5
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Later, after the l';orrnan Conquest, authors strove

for a :::ore co;npre~en.si ve portrait of man .16
•
~
~

~

.2l.
~

r
.ri.rlSel.ffi
~

Eadme:r-' s

tne Great (1109-1124) depicts Anselm's
~

boyhood, a subject that earlier biographers had deemed
unnecessary.17

Other saint's lives are William of

Malmesbury's Life of St. Aldhelm (1125) and Adarr.'s

::·~a2;na Vita Sancti Hup;onis (1212-1220) .18 Although other
hagiographies preceded and succeeded these, none did
much to advance the art.

The main purpose of all

hagiographers was that of moral instruction; and from
this purpose were derived their main contributions to
biography.

In medieval times, because a book was

intended for purposes of inspiration and instruction, it
was considered goOd. 19
Few biographical chronicles appeared before 1450,
and even then, they proved to be inferior in scope to
the earlier saint's liv8s. 20 For example, before the
Norman Conquest, Asser's Alfred the Great (893) is the

15Harold rJicolson, The Developluent of English
Biography, p. 18.
16Garraty, The
17Dunn ,

Q..2..

l~ature of Biography,

p. 12.

cit., p. 21.

18 Ibid ., p. 22.

19Richard Altick, Lives and Letters, p. 7.
20Garraty, The Nature of Biography, p. 31.

6
first biography
~orman

J:'

o~

an

~

-.

,

.,

~ng~lsn ~ayman.

Conquest, Lydgate's F211

0:

21

After the

Princes (1431-1439),

Blakman's Henry VI (1436-1443), and Capgrave's Liter de
Illustribus Henricis (1446-1453) show little advance~ent
r
in the art. 22 Even though the chronicles do not show a
very great development in biographical writing, they
are, nevertheless, the true forerunners of modern
biography, emphasizing straight narration rather ttan
moral lessons.
One reason that biography advanced so little as
an art was the medieval lack of consideration for truth.
When writing the saint's lives, the hagiographers soon
found that the miracles attributed to one saint could
easily be transferred to another. 23 Later, they did
not hesitate to invent a saint and give to him tradi
tional heroic qualities and supernatural mannerisms. 24
As a result, most of these lives were legendary rather
than reliably historical.

In addition, the very nature

of a saint's life does not lend itself to true
biography; for a saint loses touch with reality so

2lNicolson, The Development of English Biography,
p. 19.
22Stauffer, ££. cit., p. 374.
23Garraty, The ~ature
24A
\1 tlC
. k , 2£.

.
Clt.,

0:

p. 6 •

Biographv, p. 56.

7

cowpletely that the word b~0Gr~phy in reference to hiw
has little :neaning. 25 Furt::er;nore, the fact that tr.ere
was no printing press at this early ti:ne probably
hindered the

disseminat:~on

of truth in both the saint's

life and in the chronicle.

Hence, these lives were

passed verbally from one generation to another and
steadily became more like legends, even if their authors
had been initially accurate.

Manuscripts which did

exist had to be slowly and laboriously copied.

Since

one copyist's error might become a next man's source,
even original manuscripts could not remain accurate. 26
Having no printing press slowed down the development in
another way, as well, since the better lives could not
be studied by many others, since these documents were
not widely circulated.
In addition, medieval biographers had no feeling
for character.

To explain why so little attention

w~

given to man as man, one must look to the church and its
teachings, the main force given to medieval biography.27
The church and the subjects pertaining to it were
uppermost in the minds of the medieval people.

Men were

25William Thayer, The Art of Biography, p. 57.
26G~rra
t y, ~
T'
".,.....
,,'
"
j\Cl.L.ure .2..:::.... n'
vlogra.pny,
p. 57 .
27Ibid ., p. 54.

8
supposed to
cht<.rch. 28

me~ge

their identity with that of the

Dunn explains that

Ii.

the church and its

work ;,'Jere the important matters; man 'v'las only an
instrument.,,29
restricted the
centered lives.
u~educated

'I'his dominant religious attitude
develop~ent

of objective, individual-

Catering to the simple tastes of an

audience, the hagiographers developed a

formula for biography that in experience proved to be
effective.

Dunn describes their style as follows:

(1)

They seize upon a few of the salient points in
the lives of heroes and develop these usually
with a degree of wonder.

(2)

Their purpose is to commemorate the holiness
of their sUbj~8ts and to entice others to
discipleship.j

One sees, here, that the spiritual was most important.
However, it is true that the strictly spiritual purpose
of these lives eventually receded into the background,
and the narratives gradually became stories with which
to amuse and while away the time. 31

As they were put

into the venacular and taken out of church hands, these
works became very popular.

28Dunn , 2.£.

ill., 16.

29 Loc • cit.

30Ibid., p. 36.

31 Loc • cit.

9

The

chroniclers~

feeling for character.

on the

o~her hand~

had little

They were content with a surface

depiction of man; his inner life they considered to be
relatively unimportant.

Kings, generals, and other

conspicuous persons were their subjects, because they
believed that the biographer Y s mo st important task vJas
that of describing external man, namely, the rank or
position which he filled. 32 They failed to realize that
not all kings were interesting people; they did not
realize that the man who is intrinsically interesting
makes the best subject for narration.
Finally, there was no established biographical
style in which to write.

A concept of what biography

should comprise is a very modern point of view. 33
Questions, such as who makes a suitable subject, what
is a suitable method, and what should be done in biography,
were not critically examined until the seventeenth century.
In addition to not having a clearly established standard
for biography, there was also no accepted prose style in
which to write.

Stauffer and Dunn both point out that

biography is not a subject easily shadowed forth in song;
the Uskeletons U of biography and poetry do not complement

32M'
.
~nayer,
Ope

Or

~.,

~
~.

"'5 •

~

33Dunn> QQ. cit., p. 242.
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t~e
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•

~~(le

story of a life is

~0:'

story of a few great moments and the rejection of

all that makes

UD
...

the greater ...Dart of life. n35

It is

"'"'
.,.
,
., " n:::lt er:1erge as a genre,
c .,. . . ear, t h
en, '"CHat
olograp.{ly
cO"J...l.Q

because the English language prior to the seventeenth
century had not yet shaped itself for prose.
Even though the art of biography was latent for
so many years, it began to emerge as a literary genre
after 1450.

Even then, the process was a very slow and

sporadic one.

The English Renaissance was naturally

the most important force, but the fact remains that
biography was one of the

last harvests of the seed

It • • •

of Renaissance humanism. 1136

The Elizabethan age

especially disappoints the scholar searching for
vestiges of biographical works.

Although an Elizabethan

curiosity about humans is extensively exhibited in the
drama, it is true that authors at this time wrote little
biography.

Perhaps, a lack of information is one reason.

Playwrights were showered with an abundance of r:1aterials
through translations, but tte biographers were not yet
using letters extensively, and goverment archives were

34Stau f'"'rer, ££.
35 nunn, £E.

3o" . .,.

~t..l.lck,

"....
~.,

'....

~.,

.

p. 222 •

p. 27 •
.

££. £li., p. 3.

11

neit,l-:er readily acc essible r:.or \t-Jell-org&niz ed. 37

::iore

over, it was probably dangerous to write the life of a
man. Writing the life of a private man like Shakespeare
would have been safe enough, n0 doubt, but the idea
that anyone's life might be interesting had not yet
developed. 3 $ Writing about the lives of public figures
was a risky business because of religious unrest, plots
against the Queen, and threats of foreign invasion. 39
Even though the Elizabethan age proves to be

somewha~

disappointing, one finds, however, many innovations
between 1450-1700 that led to a clearer concept of
biography.

These innovations were developed indepen

dently in three areas of
and compilations.

~ritings--in

lives, histories,

The 1I1ifeu VJas a detailed account of

a particular man. 40

For example, Sir

Thomas More's

Eistory of Richard I I I (1513), Thomas Speght's Chaucer
The
Life of Sir
Tno;n.as l':ore
(159$) , William Roper's - --- - ..;;.,;.;,,;;.==
(1626), and George Cavendish's Life of Cardinal W01s~
(1641) are representatives of this class. 41 Indeed,

37paul M. Kendall, The Art of Biography, p. 94.
,.,A

;;b.,....
i! •

-p

.;..

';'1
S ever;.teentn
' ventury
,.,
"'.. )rose, p .....
I."
v~~ son,
0.

39 K enaa
. 11 ,QQ.

.t

~.,

40,l'Jiar.(
-. 1 T....ongaKer.
1
Century, p. b.

- - \ '

.,..,

p. 9'-).
l'

,

Jc;ncr..l..~sn

~•
" . , . . . ,,.
, '
.0::.orcrap:l.V
~n tne ..:,~ghteeD'-:,.'1


41Stauffer, ~. cit., pp. 375-377.

2..2

one suzgests that

i~

biogra?hy had developed along
,.,

t~e

1·-:

patterns established by aoper and vaVenalSI1, probably it
would have emerged much sooner as a Genre.

In till

histories, life-writing as such was only incidental. 42
John r.ayward in Henry IV (1599) and Francis Bacon in

.enrv VII (1622) realized history and biography should
be separated, but they were not very successful in their
attempts. 43 Furthermore, in the compilations of facts
about eminent

English~en,

biographical impulses may also

be seen.

Leland (1533-1552), Bale (1548-1549), and Pitts
(1619) were antiquarian researchers. 44 Others who

produced somewhat similar collections were Thomas Fuller
in The Worthies of England (1662), Edward Phillips

in

Theatrum Poetarum (1674), William Winstanley in Lives of
E~g,lish ;Poets (1687), Antony

a:

VIood in Athenae Oxonienses

(1691-1692), Gerard Langbaine in English Dramatic Poets
(1691), and John Aubrey in 3rief Lives (1669-1696).45
Three of these collectors deserve to be examined
in more detail.

Fuller, like the medieval author,

indulges no portrayal of character;. however, he does

42Longaker, QQ. cit., p. 8.
43Dunn,

QJ2..

cit., p. 68.
. ....

44Longaker,

QJ2..

~.,

45Stauffer,

ODe

cit. , pp. 378-379.

p. 8 •
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rGa~lZe

tl-:.at

,
O:i.ogln&pny sn'o,o;d
u.~

, .

tries co be accur2..t e. 4'0"
.J

}~o
o~

-i",'O'
e-"'t
•• e ...,...+",-;
Vu.~n~
•.l.b,

VIood spent much

research about his Oxford writers and
fai:s

ti~e

bis~ops,

to understa~d the men he wrote about. 47

U:)od 1 S helper and friend, collected

moinu~es

::1.r"i~

l;,,;;,..I. ...

u..

he

in
' -,
but ........
.:.:::-.

Aubrey,

of his 0','1n

and became tr.e opposite of Wood, as the following lines
fro:T. his Brief Lives on uUi11iam Shakespeare il tend to
sho",:
Thi s Vlilliarn, being inclined naturally to Po etry
and acting, came to London, I guess about 18: and
was an Actor at one of the Play-houses, and did
acte exceedingly well: now B. Johnsmwas never a
good Actor, but an excellent Instructor.
He beg2..n early to make essayes at Dramatique
Poetry, '/Jhich at that time v.;as very 10'vve; and his
Playes tooke well.
Ee loJas a handsome, vJell-shaptt man: very good
c_~mpa:r;.S' and of a very readie and pleasant smoothe
vntt. '+
Even though Aubrey was very inaccurate, his style is
delightful, and he uses many character-revealing details.
During the seventeenth centuDr it was perhaps too much
to ask that accuracy, character and style come together
in one work of art.

Certainly, these collectors contri

buted much to the writing of dictionaries of biography,

46 Jo hn Freeman (edJ, Thomas Fullerts The vmrthies
of

~~sland,

p. 1.

47 R• Balfour Daniels, Sone Seventeenth-Century
~:I,')rt:lies in a 'I'vJentieth C2ntu~irrDr,
p. 65.
4801iver L. Dick (ed.), Aubrey's Brief Lives, p.

275.

lL,.
r-,'; ......
.,.,
.J...,-.
~

-rop"..l.'
\,)" ··"lr

"
"-lo.t'

~

1,9

~~orm""
l
,

......

j.-,1'~
i...JI.,AV

L..r-:..eir

influence on

~he

""'

"Y"'lI .......

0, ...

;".,

of biography is oainly sporadic.
3ecause of a heightened interest in personalities,
three other forilis of life-writing--the preface, the
character sketch, and the funeral
popular during the seventeenth
autho~Ys

cen~ury.

very

Often, an

life sketch was prefixed to the beginning of

his printed work.
~eenth

ser~on--were

S~auffer

explains that

Vi • • •

sevcn

century curiosity concerning the authors and the

Renaissance interest in the individual caused these
prefaces. u50 Later, these sketches would frequently
appear separately or be collected into volumes.

The

influence of these lives upon the emerging biography
way be stated as follows:

(1)
(2)

(J)

They caused biography to be concise.
They developed a fawiliarity with the biographi
cal form.
They presented the author as a moral example. 51

With the exception of the third point, the prefatory life
had a positive influence upon English biography.
After Isaac Casaubon had translated the Ethical
of Theophrastus in 1592, two kinds of
c~aracter sketches emerged. 52 One, the generic character,
C~aracters

49 Dunn, £E.

~.,
0,

p. 57 .

50St~'L1~~er
o~ ~.,
c';~
D
~
~~
,~.
~.

267.

51-,
lOl°d . , p. 2"d
Ou.
52':Jendell Clausen, liThe Beginnings of English

15
c.ep::'cted a type; it coved
gC~le,~~l
53
........

:~o~

"1-

,'"l .......

V.4.J.~

specific to the

The other, the portrait, depicted the

~~.

iudividual.

Rather

portraying a man's life,

th~~

t~e

portrait attempted to reveal the intellectual and
54 The Theophrastian, or
et~icJ.l qualities of a wan.
generic character, was most popular at the beginning of
the seventeenth century in the hands of Joseph Hall,
Sir Thomas Overbury, and John Earle. 55 Earle's
~~crocosmograDhie

(160$) passed through ten editions
during its author's lifetiQe. 56 The master of the
portrait, popular during the late seventeenth century,
was Clarendon. 57

The relationship of the character and

biography is close; yet the two are distinct forms.
Since the Theophrastian character moved from specific to
general, it is the complete antithesis of biography.
Since the portrait is composed of qualities, it does not
picture events as does biography.

Separately, these two

ctaracter-·driting in the Early Seventeenth Century,lf .E].,
YJ:.V (1946), 32.
53e-"''f.l:'
•t
~vau
~er, 22. £1-.,
p. 270 •

54-DaVid N. SrJ.ith, Cha.racters from the Histories
and i·:emoirs of the Seventee::1th Centu~p:-li.
55 roid ., p. xxviii.

56-1~~col~0~
ml~e D~va'~D~an'"
o~ ~n~'~
Bl'og~ap~v
.;,:)
.ii,
c":""U!
F.:.....-L..L s~
r
,,~

p. 41.

57SIr1l. t"n, .Q..l2. •
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could not be achieved in two sections, on
~
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as a name, followed, on the other

oy a character sketch wherein his virtues and
qualities are enUIflerat ed. 56 Biography becomes an art

ha~d,

only

•

-l-

~

VJlvn

a blending of these two.

The funeral sermon, another popular seventeenth
centu~J

form, is described as follows:

The conventional forD consisted of a formal ser~on,
usually accompanied by a text and stressing certain
Christian virtues or dogma, follollJet;i9by a brief
resume of the life of the departed.)
To give a detailed account of the person's life before
friends and relatives was unnecessary; instead, panegyric
was essential.

however, its influence upon biography

. .·Jas incidental, because it was not concerned vJith
recording exact information and noting minute facets of
personality.60

If the prefatory sketch helped in making

biography concise and faniliar, and if the character
helped by fostering deliberate analysis (and hindered by
its separating of portrait

fro~

chronicle), the funeral

sermon must be looked upon as having been entirely
5 8S tauffer, Q£. cit., p. 271.
59~1
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did advance as an art durirlg ti1e seventeentn century_
Co~pared

with wedicval writers, biographers 0:

,,11e seventeent.h century vvere accurate \'Jriters.
t.o be

accur~te

the 'life'

was no enough:
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HOIJever,

• • to be biography

•

not be left out of the 'history' nor
L1e 'history' out of the 'life. ,a 61 In biography, the
~ust

times are not merely described by the subject; they ffiUS~
also be integrated with the subject's life. 62 Not only
cus~

a biographer select the necessary background

also he must use the::1.

fac~s;

"He must be a scholar in research
1'...,

and an artist in presentation. nO.)

By selecting, inter

preting, and even imagining, the biographer approaches
the sought for reality.64

To achieve the complete

balance between the subject and his times was a step that
did not even concern most seventeenth century writers.
The seventeenth century achieved a greater
advancement in its feeling for character.
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Therefore, PlutarchTs

s

~ethod,

not, so r.1Uch hi s style but. hi s I'Jay of revealing person
ality, could now be studied and imitated.

~uch

more

ir:.portant than Plutarch V,'as the rise of hU:11ani sm.
Chaucer wrote no biographies because his readers were
root interested in men, but in ro;nantic chivalry.

Eovvever,

with humanism, man and the small details concernin8
beca~e

important.

~an

Moreover, a strong passion for the

analysis of hillnan character developed; men now delighted
. .lntrospec~lon,
"'- .
66.lnterest,e
. d 'In Iln
,..,. d'lng oUv
+ h
'
In
.ow tney
differed from

their~fellow

men.

Another change relating

to h1..l.':13.nism was eVident, as well.

I\;o longer vJas only

the man from higher society important; rather, the
common man was now gaining an education and finding his
-

p~ace

~7

.
.
0
In
soclety.

A final advancement in biographical \-Jriting in the
seventeenth century was a long awaited development of
style.

A clearer conception of what biography should be

nOTt} er.1erged.

For Bede biography ,"vas only history
68
vi e\-:ed r.1ore closely; If
but no\'J, SOr.1e authors began to
If

65Stauffer, £2. cit., p. 60.
66 Dunn,
,2Q. ~., p. )-5 .
oj...

67~~argaret Bottrall, Bve~y ~~an A Phoenix,
68Stauffar, QQ. cit., p. 233.
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t:1rce classes dealing VJith Ila time, a person, or an
aC1:.~on.

The first he called chronicles, the second
1'0

lives, and the third narrations or relations. 1rOj

Both

Eay\'iard and Bacon tried to accomplish this separation in
their works.

Even thouGh they did not completely

achieve it, at leas1:. they realized that it had to occur.
Closely allied with this belief in the separation
of history and biography was the actual defining of the
.

~·}orQ,

b'lO grc-q):,.y.
,

1662. 70

Fuller used the word, biographist, in

Later, in 1683, Dryden published his translation

of Plutarch's Lives, in which he contributed a dedication
and a

Furthermore, he defined the
word, biograDhia, as had Bacon. 7l Hence, a concept of
~ife

of Plutarch.

biography was becoming clearer in men's thought.

In addition to achieving a clearer concept of
biography, authors discovered a prose style that was
func1:.ional.

Prose as a literary medillin began to appear
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prose b Y 'oe~ng
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uut,

almost too elliptical.

IZoreover,

century metaphysics were too cocplex.

t~J.e

seventeenth-

Finally, the

cJ:laracter \'Jriters, men like Overbury and Earle, pointed
the way to a clear and simple expression needed by
biographers. 74 Obviously, biography must express the
trivial as well as the literary.
In many \'Jays, the seventeenth century is also
disap)ointing.

All of the essentials were present; yet

it was difficult to bring them together into a unified
whole.

Had biography early detached itself from the

i~fluences

of church and state, it would have matured

more quickly.

Perhaps, the

?~ritan

influence prevented

it from achieving this necessary detacllinent.

On the

other hand, if seventeenth-century lives had not been
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does not emerge as a literary Genre.
time of experienc e and gro'iJth.
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Instead, it is a

Nevertheless, if t':1e

period is disappointing in many "Jays, it is reVJarding in
another, because the seventeenth

centu~J

produced Izaak

Walton, a man who was equal to the great" task of writing
biography.

CH..~i:;T:SR I I

IZJL'tK UALTOX 1 S BIOGRAP:-:ICAL TZCI-INIQUES
U~til

the sevecteenth century, English bbgraphy

VJas incidental.

I~o

one before Izaak

~'lalton

had as a

main interest, the writing of lives of men; yet ',Jalton
e2erb es as a product of his forebears and his surround
ings, for he may be t.hought of

11.

bet'/Jeen the old and the ne"'J. a 75

•

•

as a bridge

He embodied both the

medieval characteristics of piety and moralizing and
the l:J.od ern virtues of honesty I charact e:..~, and style.
Thus, Halton came closer to being a professional
biographer than any

other'.:~riter

since l:llutarch.

At no one place does he formally stat.e his
theories concerning the function and methods of a
biographer.

These must be reconstructed from an examina

tion of his Lives.
variou~

To trace his development through the

editions of the Lives would be desirable;

however, since only the 1675 collection is available, one
~ust

endeavor to show Walton's development as a biogra

pher as revealed in this edition.
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but to date no adequate life

Eovlever, a brief account of the main

facts, though few, is necessary as a setting for an
investigation of the Lives.
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was born in Stafford on August 9, 159J.~
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2escarch regarding his parentage has proved unsatis
factory.
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his father, Jarvis Vlalton, nothing is knOIiJD

except that he ',las a IIs ubstantial yeoman ll vJno died in
His Qothor, re~arrying in 1598, survived her
husband by thirty years. 78

1596/97. 77

Of

Izaak's youth, no facts are kno',·m.

his writings indicate that he managed
an education.

The date at

impossible to discern.
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was twice married.
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Of Walton's career,
~ondon

li~tle

is known.

He came to

before 1613 and was engaged in a business in or

near Chancery Lane until 1644. 86
trade, there is only conjecture,

Of the nature of his
suggesting that

so~e

he was a haberdasher, a sempster, a linen draper, a
milliner, a merchant, an iroThuonger, and even a gentle
::lane

I'lore important than

nature of his trade is the

t~le

fact that, during these years, apparently he established
wany clerical friends.

Sawuel Johnson said, tilt was

\-Joneerful that \Valton, i'Jho vJas in a very 1m", situation
in life, should have been

fa~iliarly

received by so many

. . . and

at a time when the ranks of society
were kept more separate than they are nO'tJ. 1I87 no'{\} he
great men

came into Donne's acquaintance is unknown.
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walton realized that

personal knowledge was important to life-writing,
because he feels that Wotton was more able to undertake
the job; bet\".1een Vlotton and Donne, athere VJas so mutual
a knowledge and such a friendship • • • as nothing but
death could force a separation (20).
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felt insufficient for the task, Walton undertook it.
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In the last of these allusions, Walton had

Jonne resting on his deathbed as he described this one
last picture of Donne's youth to show how much Donne had
changed between the early and late years (79-80).
Walton excells most when he is revealing charact.er.
Even though the five men have tVJO fact0rs in common, they
are notable for their piety and they are distinguished as
literary figures, -ehey still emerge as individuals.
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about two years, he moved to an apartment of Sir R0bert,
Drevlry's (38).
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Lv first, one thinks that the acco'J.nt of the dreaD.s is
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Co~p18te

digression, but he suddenly discovers that

the first is justified in that it shows the political
interest of tte Vottons and that the second is signifi
cantlv con:.c1ected VJith Oxford. 138
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~ith

begins to use anecdotes

At this .p oint, ';,Jalton

frequency in order to

reveal ";!ot ton T s charact er during the secular years.
~Iis

t::::'avels~

account of ';Jotton' s

presented in

t'VJO

anec

dotes, reveal his fine abilities connecting him with
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James
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';valton tells three anecdotes iT:

the section concerned with the
sho~v

a~bassadorship

years to

the King's hilh est eem for Viot ton (121-122),

C)ot.ton's merciful disposition (123), and Hatton's
•
"
noo~eness
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o~

\
1 1 2""
ffiln d (12 ~-~
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appear
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D. 147.
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the reverse is true is shown

yc~rs.

Th~t

::'1":[; :-l.is

Do-~~e

~~

discussing

a.nci

:~1Jt-CO}1"

Do~~e's

~<e

covers

pages in

discussi~g Don~e?s

twe~ty-four

"c"rl'le~""Cy-fiV8

in discussing

1~8

covers

religious

t~irty-five

lifc~

and

~otton's.

tradi~ion

In Donne, Walton was influenced by the
of

t~e ?heo?hras~ian

character.

After he had wrl00en

the chronicle of events, he attached a
r ,.. . .-)

c:~ I

By the ti2e of The Life of

,

\ G,;)-0!....}.

l;'8 'iUS

writ~en

VTotto~,

,-,lore a\vare 0ha0 the events and the

should be fused.
descript~on

p.=:.g03

t~irty-fiv2

secular life, and

paces in discussing V!ottonfs.

contrast

i~

portrait

however,

portrai~

Thus, he includes a physical

of Wotton in the narrative (107), and

follows this same procedure in wri0ing the three remain
ing

L~j_ 've

s.

Walton carefully shows that wealth was an
tant factor in

l,'io~ton's

becoming ?rovost of Ea00n (127).

After Wotton becomes Provost, Halton l' s
man is similar to his

i~por-

treat~ent

trea~ment

of the

of the religious Donne.

A static picture including Dotton's devotions, his
reading of the Bible, and his good neighborliness is
pre~ented

(130).

One difference is evident, however.

;.Jalt or" causes Hot ton 1 s lively . .·)it to COGle to the surfac e by
~ncluding

imagined conversations that occurred in Venice.

?or example, he tells how a sm&11 b0y delivered a message
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t11a-:, ~'Jalton apparently strived to find fac~s
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Dl\B explains that the black picture given of Mrs. Hooker
is false in its many details, perhaps the result of an
inherited impression and Walton's delight in appealing
stories. 150 Since Walton has even manipulated the
dates noted in Camden so as to be able to tell the
story, every false detail is a tribute to his ability
to

construct a picture powerful in it s appeal
and beautifully integrated in the Life .11 1 51
n.

•

•

The third section of the

~

is concerned with

Walton's impression of the times already mentioned (181

:11

:l
~

'1I'tl

198).

Since Hooker had done more .than any other

writer to decide the policy and the fate of the Church
of England and since Walton had less personal memory,
here, upon which to rely, he causes the figure of Hooker
in this section to become synonymous with a concept of
the Elizabethan struggle against Puritanism. 152
In the fourth section, \'Jalton explains the condi
tions which prompted Hooker to write the Ecclesiastical
Polity (198-208).

Travers, lecturer at afternoon

sermons at the Temple, wanted to institute the Presbyte
rian church government in England.

Hooker, the

150Dl~B, IX, 1184.
151"Tl~ovarr, Q.E. ill.,
.
p. 275 •
152 Butt , rtlzaak Walton's I'-1ethods in Biography, rt
p. 70.

:~
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forenoon lecturer, favored the Church of England.
party brought reasons to prove his
to be wrong.
lectures.

adversa~J's

Each

opinion

Finally, Whitgift curtailed Travers'

The dissatisfied followers of Travers, next,

tirev1 up a petition for Travers' reinstatement.
states that Hooker provided an anS\'1er that had
clear Reason, written vJith much

I'.~eekness

Walton
n •••

and }!iajesty of

Style, 11 the result being that Travers was not allo"''1ed
to return (201).

Many of the people at the Temple were

willing to go along with Hooker, now; but since others
were still dissatisfied, Hooker decided to write ms
eight books of the

~

of Ecclesiastical Polity to

show the reasoning of the Church of England.

By

relating the Hooker-Travers controversy, Walton
provides an illustration showing Hooker's wisdom and
meekness and clearly establishes the reason for Hooker's
having written the Polity.
In the last part of the Life, Walton deals with
the writing, publication, and reception of the Polity
and,

227).

finally, with the details of Hooker's death (20$
He explains that, asking for a quiet place in

which to write, Hooker was assigned to Boscum in 1591.
There he completed and published

~is

first four books

in 1594 and the fifty book in 1597 (210-211).

At this

point, Walton uses his method of giving examples, this

55
time based mainly upon oral impression, showing the
reception accorded the publication of the Polity.
Novarr explicates these examples as follows:
Cardinal Allen and Dr. Stapleton rec0~aended it to
Pope Clement VIII, who praised its learning; King
James praised it extravagantly to Whitgift; Charles
I enjoined his son to read it; Camden wis~d that
it might be translated into Latin, and Bishop Earle
had just completed such a translation. 153
Hooker was presented at Bishops Borne in 1594; there,
Walton describes Hooker's Christian behavior to show
that this excellent country priest was an example for
others (217-223).

Lastly, he relates Hooker's death at

Bishops Borne with artistic, as well as didactic,
effect.'
In many "Jays, Walton's style in I-looker is similar
to the style employed
Lives.

both the earlier and later

~n

He frequently inserts a portrait within the

Life, the result being that' hardly an important contem
porary figure between the times of Hooker and Sanderson
is omitted in these biographies. 154 Each of Walton's
portraits might appear to be a digression, but each has
a purpose.

Usually, they !lcast a luster U upon the main

character, showing him to have enjoyed the association
.J

153.ovarr,
N
QQ.
T

.~

~.,

154Stauffer, QQ.

p. 240 .

~.,

p. 111.

I~

!
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and respect of a great person. 155

One of the longest

of Walton's portraits is that of Whitgift, previously
mentioned (180-199).
Regarding Walton's style, one also notices
differences between Hooker and the earlier Lives.
Biography as a literary genre had progressed far enough
by 1665 so that Hooker appeared originally as a separate
volume·rather than as a prefatory Llfe. 156 In addition,
Walton includes some passages of literary criticism in
Hooker.

Since the Ecclesiastical Polity is one of the

great examples of English prose, Walton speaks of its
style, stating that it contained

II • • •

no affected

language, but a grave, comprehensive, clear manifesta
tion of

Reaso~'

(213).

He feels he must treat matters

of Hooker's literary quality, particularly the dispute
that arose over the validity of the last three books. 157
Realizing that this discussion might possibly destroy
the unity of his Life, Walton makes use of an appendix
(228-249).

Finally, Walton always makes use of the

details of the subject's last will.

Usually he creates

"t-vhat Stauffer has called 1I':laltonian suspense ll in thi s

155Novarr, £E. cit., p. 236.
6
15 lQi£., p. 197.
157
.
Carver, £E. ~., p. 72.
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account. 158

Since he always wanted to focus on

t~e

deathbed scene as the great climax of his narrative,
Walton would usually lead the reader up to the episode
and then pause, while he endeavors to take care of other
necessary.particulars, such as the subject's will.
Then, Walton is free to devote all his art to describing
the subject's final days and hours.

Even though he

similarly relates the particulars of Hooker's death, he
does not use the will in his regular narrative, but
rather, in his appendix.

Usually he used it to place

emphasis on the holy dying, but in Hooker
he uses it to
.
show what happened to Hooker's four daughters and his
wife, material which might ruin the careful structure
of the

~.

Walton comes closest to the form of the panegyric
when he writes The Life of

~.

George Herbert (167q at

the age of seventy-seven, not at the suggestion of
others, but simply because he wanted to.

He explains:

I profess it to be so far a Free-vJill-offering,
that it was writ, chiefly to please my self; but,
yet, not without some respect to posterity; for
though he was not a man that the next age can
forget; yet, many of his particular acts and
yertues might have been neglected, or lost, if I
had not collected and presented them to the
Imitation of those that shall succeed us (6).

158Stauffer, 2£. cit., p. 114.
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Furthermore, he explains in his Introduction to Herbert
that the character of l'1ary Hagdalen was preserved in
the gospel story, and he wishes to preserve a worthy
character, as well (259).
Even though Walton had seen Herbert only once,
the two men share the same friends (259).

It is known

that he had been interested in Herbert for a long time.
The crucial moments in this Life, particularly in the
second half, he explains, were related to him by Arthur
Woodnot. 159

If Woodnot communicated these details

directly to Walton, one learns that Walton was,
nevertheless, at work collecting these materials twenty
~

years before the
died in 1651. 160

was published, since Woodnot had

His years of research upon Herbert

may even be increased to twenty-eight, since it is
unlikely that Walton knew anything of Woodnot's personal
activities after 1642. 161

Walton also quotes Herbert

in The Compleat Angler (1653); i.
what holy r,lr. Herbert

If • • •

~.,

Piscator tells

sayes of such dayes and

flowers as these • •• ", by reciting one of Herbert's
159~i
.t
hovarr,. .Q.P.. £L.,
p. 307 •

160

.

Loc. ill.

161Ibid ., p. 332.
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po ems .162

~'lalton further reveals an affect ion for

Herbert when he has Venator say that he believed Herbert
loved the sport of angling

Ii.

•

•

because he had a

spirit suitable to Anglers and to those primitive
Christians that you love and have so such recommended. n163
Walton's continued interest in Herbert is further demon
strated in the fact that he revised the Life in 1674 and
1675. 164
Two accounts of Herbert, Nicholas Ferrar's
biographical notice to The Temple (1633) and Barnabas
Oley's TTA Prefatory View of the Life" prefixed to a
collected edition of Herbert's Remains in 1652,
influenced Walton as Gauden's account had done so in
his preparatimof Hooker. 165 Ferrar's account was no
more than an assemblage of remarks;166 Oley's was a

en~~eration of excellences with no reliance upon dates. 167
If Walton's Life of Herbert were to be more valuable
162 Walton, The Compleat Angler, I, 121.
163
'
.t
oc.
c~
L
- -•
164Nlovarr, .£12.. ~.,
.
p. 355 •
165Butt , TTlzaak Walton's 1.1ethods in Biography, It
p. 74.
166~T
l~ovarr, .QJ2..

. ~.,
.....
p. 32do.

167Butt , uIzaak Walton's Methods in Biography,"
p. 75.
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than either of these works, it was necessary for him to
employ a chronological pattern with some specific
detail.

As in Hooker, he uses many dates.

Moreover,

he uses them ashe had done in the previous Lives,
namely, simply to achieve an approximation of truth. 163
Rather than searching for accurate dates, he is more
interested in manipulating them so as to support his
preconceived ideas.

After dealing with the eminence of

Herbert's family, he speaks briefly of Herbert's early
education, stressing Herbert's piety (260-262).

Again,

Walton has been careful, here, to place the character
istic which he intended later to develop in his treat
ment of his subject's maturity within his description
of the subject's youth.

Then, before relating Herbert's

years at Cambridge, he introduces a long digression
concerned with Mrs. Magdalen Herbert, George's mother
(263-267).

One of his purposes in this digression is to

show the strong friendship that developed between John
Donne and Mrs. Herbert.

Here, Walton records that

Donne became acquainted with Mrs. Herbert when she had
spent four years at Oxford with her son, Edward (264).
According to Waltan, George was at this time four years
old, suggesting the year, 1602.
168Novarr, Q£.

.
~.,

p.

The DNB records the

355 .
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date of r·"irs. Herbert's going to Oxford as 1598/99,169
and Novarr believes that she stayed for t . . JO years,
rather than,four. 170 The 2li..£ is somevvhat in agreement,
stating that Edward left in 1600. 171

It is possible

that Donne met her at Oxford around 1598/99,172 but
Walton also explains that, at this time, Donne was
nearly forty and had seven children (265).

In 1598, Donne

would have been twenty-five; and he was not married until
173
1600.
Walton offers a sonnet and a letter by Donne,
both addressed to Mrs. 'Herbert, as proof of their
friendship ( 265-267).

It is trt1.e that IvIrs. Herbert 1,vas

one of Donne's strongest patronesses,174 but Walton's
trying to ascribe their relationship to the years, 1598
1602, is inaccurate.

Vaguely, Walton probably had in

mind the period of 1607, when Donne had sent his "Divine
Poems" and "Holy Sonnet sit to l-1rs. Herbert .175

Obviously,

there seems to be little purpose behind Walton's digres
sion in relation to Herbert's Life unless it shows that
169DNB, IX, 624.
170Novarr, Q.£. ill., p. 337.
171 DNB , IX, 624.
172Novarr,

Q.£.

cit., p. 337.

173~, V, 1130.

174mm

- ' V, 1132.;

175Loc. cit.

--
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l\lrs. Herbert was a good mother.

liialton probably

included the information, because of his interest in
Donne and because of the fact that he possessed some of
the letters that passed betvveen the poet and l cirs. Herbert
(267).

Vlalton always delighted in telling a good story,

especially when material was easily accessible.
After his long digression upon Mrs. Herbert,
Walton returns to the account of George at Canbridge

(269-275).

He uses Herbert's college years mainly in

order to demonstrate Herbert's brilliance, particularly
as Orator.

If Walton consulted the university records

for his information, he was not very careful in his
research, because not all of Walton's dates coincide
with the university records.

For example, Ivalton states

that Herbert received the B. A. degree in 1611; yet,
,the records show 1612_13. 176

Walton adds that Herbert

received his M. A. in 1615; yet, the records show 1616. 177
On the other hand, Walton's date of Herbert as Major
Fellow, March 15, 1615, and his date for Herbert as
Orator, 1619, agree with university records. 17S

Walton

has, again, shown that, for him, accuracy in dating is
1 76.mlE., IX,

177Loc • cit.
178Loc • cit.
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of a secondary importance.
Walton uses mainly tvJO methods in revealing
Herbert's character.

First, he relies upon anecdotes

as he has done previously in all of the earlier Lives.
Furthermore, he makes extensive references to Herbert's
1:Jorks. 179 From the beginning, 'iI/alton ;,;Jas avJare of the
value of his subject's works as a reliable source of
biographical information.

Formerly, he had used the

Devotions (46) and Pseudo-Martyr (25 and 45) in his The
Life of Donne.

Nevertheless, for the most part, he had

neglected Donne's poetry, probably because he was
convinced that it might reveal aspects of Donne's char
acter which he did not wish to disclose, and probably
because he was skeptical of the accuracy of detail
inherent in Donne's verse. 180 However, since Herbert's
verse so nearly reflected Walton's preconceived image
of Herbert, he relied upon it extensively.
Three incidents reveal Herbert to have been a
brilliant orator.

In the first, King James I and

William, Earl of Pembroke, commend· Herbert for having
written a brilliant letter to King James (270-271).

As

II/alton employs them, the next two serve a dual purpose,

.p.

73.

179Butt , I1Izaak Walton's Kethods in Biography,r'
180N
l'ovarr,

.QJ2. •

.
.£ll.,
p. 333.
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since they reveal Herbert's eminence as an orator and
emphasize his affection for the church.

In the second,

Herbert defends the established church in answering the
satirical poetry of Andrew helvin (271-272).

In the

last, King James asks Herbert to attend him at Royston
(272-273).

By means of this last incident, Walton is

able to connect Herbert with Sir Francis Bacon and Dr.
Andrews, Bishop of Winchester, thus showing Herbert's
association with prominent figures.
Walton reveals his most significant innovation in
biography in

~erbert

by relying upon many of Herbert's

works to reveal character.

He shows that since university

study impaired Herbert's health, he frequently though'C of
leaVing it (275).

Quoting from the poem, "Affliction,lf
Walton then reveals Herbert's concept of himself: 181 ".
He had • • • a Wit, like a Pen-knife in a narrow sheath,
too sharp for his Body • •

.It

(275),.

'Walton exp!.. ains

that Herbert's mother, however, would not allow her son
to leave the university or to travel., For evidence that
Herbert

alv~ays

submitted to her \'lisdom, Walton quotes

from the last five stanzas of another of Herbert's poems
also entitled ItAfflictionlt .182

He states that Herbert

181George I-I. Palmer, The Engli sh Vlorks of George
Herbert, III, 273.

182~., lI, 343-344.

..
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contemplated two courses of action--he could enter into
court employment under James I, or take sacred orders.
When James I and two of Herbert's patrons had died, he
shows that Herbert, aft er thinking, finally decided
upon entering the holy orders (276-277).
Walton's transitional section in the Life,
linking the brilliant worldly courtier with the country
parson, is mainly achieved by the introduction of two
anecdotes (277-288).

First, after being made Deacon,

Herbert accepted the prebend of Layton Ecclesia.

Here,

Walton describes how Herbert, "viith a weak body and ah
empty purse,tt rebuilt the church (279).

Then, after

Herbert's mother had died, Herbert announced his inten
tion of marrying and entering the Priesthood.

Here,

Walton relates the story of Herbert's marriage to Jane
Danvers after having known her for only three days (286).
Walton next prepares his reader by means of some
"Vlaltonian suspense Tl for an almost incredible story (288).
Wishing to portray Herbert as the perfect country parson,
he relies, again, on Herbert's works to tell of Herbert's
Induction at Bemerton.

He explains that, in order to

establish some rules for the management of his life,
Herbert spent a longer time than usual alone in the
church (289).

Walton may have received this idea from

Herbert's The Country Parson, wherein Herbert, in a note
to the reader, explains,

If

I have resolved to set dO'.<Jn
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the Form and Character of a true Past our that I may
have a Mark to aim at. n183 Thus, the long speech,
following the Induction, which Herbert supposedly made
to Woodnot may be the result of Walton's imaginative
reconstruction of the material in both nContent n184
and uThe Pearl ll .J.B5 In support of this reconstruction
of details, Walton follows his account of the speech
with paraphrasings of Herbert's poems, uThe Odourll186
and liThe Pearl".

Thus, his comment that Herbert

"chang'd his sword and silk Cloaths into a Canonical
Coat" may be a reworking of IlThe Priesthood ll •187
During Ember-week, Herbert became a priest (293).
To show Herbert in the pulpit, Walton takes an oppor
tunity to explain the organization of an Anglican
church service.

This long digression contains no

specific details, but is instead a
(294-301).

generali~ed

account

Here, the education of perspective parsons

and layleaders is Walton's goal.
the pulpit, he

use~

selected

183 Ibid ., I, 205.
184Ibid ., II, 353.
185 Ibid •

-'

II, 381.

186 Ibid ., III, 23.
187Ibid ., II, 373.

To show Herbert out of

anecdotes~

For example,
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he notes that Herbert walked twice a week to Salisbury,
in order to appreciate the music in the Cathedral
Church (303).

Walton includes three stories, at this

point, to show that Herbert, on these walks, was a good
Samaritan (303-306).
Walton's use of Herbert's works results in an
innovation in his biographical style in Herbert.

Walton

was no poet; however, his prose contains many lyrical
qualities.

Since Herbert's verse is used as a "hand

maiden to Walton's prose," The Life of Herbert is the
most poetical of all the Lives. 1BB This poetical charm
is particularly evident in Walton's account of Herbert's
Induction at Bemerton.

It is again evident in his

description of Herbert's death.

At the beginning of

the death account, Walton includes a long digression on
Nicholas Farrer and John Valdesso- (309-313).

These

accounts have no relation to the life of Herbert, but
they further Walton's thesis that a life of piety can
attract people from the highest positions in life. 1B9
Finally, when he relates the details of Herbert's death,
his prose becomes noticeably lyrical (316-317).

He

shapes the first of Herbert's deathbed speeches from

74 •

lBS Carver, 2£.

~.,

p~

lB9Novarr, £E.

ill·,

p. 325.

.
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details contained in Herbert's poem, nThe Qui pll.19 0
The speech when Herbert rises from his bed on the
Sunday before his death is taken partly from nThe
ThankSgiving lt • 191 (He asked for his instrument and
having tuned it, he played and sang the fifth stanza of
It

Sundayn .192)

\'lalton has, again, contrived a climactic

ending for the most saintly of all his characters.
The title of his fifth

~,

Sanderson, Late Bishop of Lincoln

The Life of Dr.
To vmich is Added

SOQe Short Tracts Q£ Cases of Conscience, Vritten Qy
the

~

Bishop (1678), clearly demonstrates how far

Walton has developed as a biographer.

Donne and vlotton

appeared, first, as prefatory Lives; Hooker and Herbert
appeared, first, as separate volumes.

Sanderson

appeared with an appendix containing the Cases of
Conscience by Sanderson and a sermon by Hooker, the by
products of Walton's research. 193 If one wonders why
Vialton would disturb his nWri t of Ease" and undertake
such a task at the age.eighty-five, the answer is partly
revealed in his npreface,". in which he explains that he

190palmer, £E. cit., III, 33.
191Ibid., II, 291.
192Ibid., II, 175.
193Novarr, ££ •. £1!., p. 365.
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thought some memorial ought to be left to this great
man, noting that fifteen years had passed without
anyone's attempting to achieve it (345).

Furthermore,

he explains that he was met with many upersuasions and
willing informers ll (346).

Walton's "'lords, ho\vever, are

only a part of the answer, for it is likely that he had
been thinking of another Life for a long time.

For

example, Novarr suggests that since !the had memoralized
a preacher, an evangelist, a champion and a parson,
• • • the life of a bishop was the logical culmina
tion. 1I194 He could have written Bishop I-iorley's life,
although Morley was still living.

Thus, he decides

that he might as well choose Morley's friend, Sanderson.
Since Reason and Judgment by D. F. was such a poor
memorial to Sanderson, Morley was probably one of
Walton's persuaders. 195 Walton himself had met
Sanderson; Morley, Bishop of Winchester, had introduced
them almost forty years past (343).

Even though Walton

and Sanderson were not close friends, Walton recalls
part of a conversation which he had shared with
Sanderson in 1665 (393).
writing Sanderson's

~

This monstrous task of
challenged Walton, and he

194I£id., p. 367.
195Butt, "Izaak Walton's Methods in Biography,U
p. 74.
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yielded.

He even revised this Life in 1681, two years
before his death. 196
Although Walton always preferred pleasant
conversation to laborious research, he was growing
increasingly aware of the importance of documentary
evidence to biography.

As Kovarr says,

He was always ready to avail himself of such evi
dence when it was readily accessible, and he
could see an irr~ediate use for it that was not
contradic~o:f t~97he general intent of the Life
he was wr~t~ng.
Since he had many !twilling informers," Sanderson is
a greater achievement than Herbert.

For, even though

he like fact, Walton would not exert pressure to
find it. 198
After an account of Sanderson's lineage,
Walton includes the general details of Sanderson's
youth--he was a good boy, he was intelligent,
he was liked by everyone, and he went to the
university at an early age (350-351).

Then, either

Walton examined the university records or he had
someone undertake the ta,sk for him, because he details
accurately Sanderson's career at Oxford. 199
196Novarr, £E. cit., p~ 476.
197Ibid., p. 440.

198~., p. 468.
199DNB , XVII, 754.
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One would think that more fact would make the biography
more accurate; however, the reverse is likely to be
true with itlalton.

The stronger the Itbuttress of fact,ii

the greater liberty he \vould take with anecdote and
..
200
'. op~n~on.
In Sanderson, Walton, again, has a problem in
subordinating background material (379-3$9).

Just as

Walton shows that Hooker is lost in the Puritan
struggles in Elizabeth's reign, he also makes it clear
that Sanderson is equally lost in the Puritan struggles
in the reign of Charles I..

Just as The Life of Hooker

was used by Walton in an attempt to aid the
re-establishment of the high church, so his Life of
Sanderson was used as his attempt to retain this
establishment. 201 However, there is one significant
difference; namely, in Sanderson, Walton was writing
from personal experience.
Gradually, through the L}ves, Walton has begun to
reflect himself.

Donne's trquiet and meek spirit tr (46)

and his Umost retired and solitary life" (51) are surely
vlalton's own traits.

\'lotton's habit of "obliging others

rather than himself" (123) and. his feeling that the
2001\~
.t
uovarr, Q.E • .£1:.....,
p. 470 •

201~.,

p.

369.
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t1 • • •

great blessing of S\"Jeet content 'Ii'IJas not to be

found in multitudes of men or business" are surely
traits of Walton, again (127).

Walton's slight emphasis

upon didactism in Hooker (pp. 181-189) becomes an lIex
plicit preaching IT in Herbert (pp. 296-301).202

Through

his first four Lives, Walton managed to keep his own
opinions in the background.

In Sanderson, however, he

readily enters into the first perso'n:
suffer'd by it.

"This I sa'.-J and

But when I look back upon • • • I praise

God that he prevented me from being of that party which
help'd to bring in this Covenant • • • n (371).

Again,

later, he says, "This malice and madness is scarce crediillB,
but I saw it" (379).

Until Sanderson, nevertheless,

Walton had fought against this tendency to express himself
openly in his Lives.

As Novarr explains,

II

No \'IJ surer of

his facts and secure in the respect accorded him, he was
not

afraid to direct on stage rather than in the back

ground. n203

As an artist, perhaps, Walton, here, has

reached his ultimate stature.

His accumulated emotions

obviously had need of some form of outlet.

When these

emotions began to swell to the bursting point, the work

202 Ibid ., p. 353.
203Ibido, p. 469.
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flows forth with monstrous force. 204

On the other ha~d,

a modern critic is probably greatly disappointed, since,
for him, the first principle of a biographer is that of
revealing truth.

Indeed, to express some of his own

feelings without misrepresenting those of his hero is
an especially difficult task for a biographer. 205
By means of anecdotes, again, Walton reveals
character in Sanderson.

He covers the time of Sanderson's

sixteen years at Oxford mainly in an account of his one
year of proctorship, there (354-361).

He demonstrates

Sanderson's bashfulness in an account of his not wishing
to run for proctor on either the first or second time •.
He shows Sanderson as a master of the art of reasoning
by allusions to his Logic Lectures taught in both
universities by most tutors.
hlli~ility

He reveals Sanderson's

by noting that he rarely dwelled on the many

"memorable accidents" during the year described in his
valedictory speech.

Instead, he is concerned with his

treatment of the boys during his one year as proctor.
He shows

Sanderson~s

ability to make friends by his

forming a spiritual friendship with Gilbert Sheldon,
Archbishop of Canterbury.
204,,·
.
l"lauro 1 s, 2...E • .92:!:..,
p. 115 •
205
Ibid., p. 131.
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After receiving his Bachelor of Divinity,
Sanderson was quickly removed from the university to
Boothby Pannel.

Since Walton does not wish, again, to

relate the life of a country parson, he neglects to
include many details on the matter·pretaining to
Boothby Pannel.

He does mention Sanderson's happy

marriage to Anne Nelson (364).

Furthermore, to

emphasize Sanderson's worth as a parson, Walton tells
the story of a parish member's losing his crops and
Sanderson's going to the landlord to straighten out the
matter (364-366).

Then, he includes an account of some

of Sanderson's honors--i.
sllil~noned

~.,

his frequently being

to preach visitation sermons where his

invincible fear always made him read the sermon; his
being made the king's chaplain in· 1631, through the
recommendation of Bishop Laud; his being chosen clerk of
all convocations during Charles I's reign; and his being
named a Doctor of Divinity (367-369).
Walton's purpose for including an historical
digression in Sanderson is to show the effect of the war
years on the man. 206 (379-389).

He shifts the scene,

therefore, to Oxford, where Sanderson was appointed
Regius Professor of Divinity in 1642.

,
206 N
lovarr,
£2.

.

~.,

p. ~J·02 •

In the first part
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of this digression, Walton is concerned with Oxford's
resistance to Parliament and Sanderson's part in the
fray.

However, following an account of Sanderson's

expulsion in 1648, Walton turns to a consideration of
national problems in general, an intensity of feeling
now causing him to write not of Sanderson, but of all
England.

Through the next section of the digression,

he attempts to chronicle Sanderson's activities at
Boothby Pannel upon which he can place a justification
of Sanderson '·s (and by implication, all High
Churchmen's) beliefs (382-389). 20 7 Here, in order to
introduce Hammond and the Quinguarticular Crontroversie,
Walton tells of Sanderson's being unable to preach
successfully without reading his sermons.

In addition,

he points out that, between Dr. Hammond, Dr. Sanderson,
and Dr. Pierce, many letters were passed concerning
grace and decrees," (386) because it

~as

If

God's

through these

letters that Sandersoti's opinion was somewhat altered.
Walton feels that all mankind should, as Dr. Sanderson,
u •••

not conceal the alteration of Judgment, but confess

it to the honor of God and themselves" (387). Again, to
prove his point, he alludes to Dr. Laud's sermon on the
scaffold, \vherein Laud explained that obstinacy and

207Ibid., p. 471.
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personal bias of the nonconformists would probably help
Rome and the Pope rather than hurt their cause (388).
Realizing that he is digressing again, however, Walton,
then, refers the reader to Boothby Pannel where one
finds that Dr. Sanderson has been seized and carried
prisoner to London to be held as hostage in exchange
for a Puritan, Robert Clark (389).

Even though an

agreement concerning the release of these

tVJO

men

stated that neither should be bothered again by the
other party, Walton observes that Sanderson

lJ •

••

was

several times plundered and once wounded in three
places 't (390).

He shows,·however,

that~

even with great

affliction, Sanderson is now content, since he

is able

to help many people in their struggles with their
conscience.
The value of reported conversation in revealing
charact er, one of Walton's mo st frequently used devic es,
has been overlooked.

In reading the Lives, one becomes

increasingly aware of the numerous individuals whom
Walton quotes.

However, in Sanderson, vlaltQ.n has

gained enough confidence in himself and his writings
to admit that he has quoted these people; he explains:
• • • I desire to tell the Reader that in this
delation I have been so bold as to paraphrase and
say what I think he (whom I had the happiness to
know well) would have said upon the same occasions

(345).
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One wonders, nevertheless, if these imaginary conver
sations hamper the development of truth in the Lives.
Stern points out four basic differences between
fictionalized and chronological biography, as
follows:
(1)

In fictionalized biography one finds imaginary
conversations, thoughts, and feelings; in
chronological biography one finds the imaginary
conversations, thoughts, and feelings used
sparingly and based on fact.

(2)

In fictionalized biography, the author writes
the conversations and thoughts he would have
if he were the subject; in chronological bio
graphy the author writes the conversations and
thoughts he knows the subject did have from
evidence in the latter's journals and letters.

(3)

In fictionalized biography one occasionally
finds imaginary characters while the characters
in chronological biography are always true.

(4)

In fictionalized biography the part based on
fact is in the background while the fact is
e~er befor~O~he reader in chronological
b~ography.

It may be that Walton, in reporting these conversations
of numerous people, is indulging in fictionalized
biography.

However, if one studies Walton's sources,

he concludes that Walton has given a prejudiced ooncept
of fact.
Sanderson.

Certainly, many conversations occur in
\valton even records two conversations which

he himself had with Sanderson.

In the first, he

208Stern, £E. cit., p. 367.

7$

relates some of Sanderson's and his own beliefs in the
Liturgy, the Psalms, and the fifty-two Homilies or
Sermons (393-395).

In the second, he recounts their

mutual beliefs in the value of the Sacrament (396

397).

Then, following a character sketch of

Sanderson, a few comments on his Bishopric of Lincoln,
and an account of Sanderson's part in the Restoration,
Walton ends the Life with his traditional particular
ized account of Sanderson's death.
Perhaps, with the exception of his Life of Herbert,
Walton was increasingly aware of his role of biographer.
In his dedication to Sanderson, he speaks of "the
tedious Imployment" of collecting the materials for this
poor monument (343).

For him, these memoirs which lay

scatter'd needed to be collected and contracted into a
narrower

co~pass

(347).

He does not assure the reader

that he has not committed any mistakes, but none are
wilful or very material (345).

After he has finished

relating Sanderson's life he adds a postscript.
If I had had time to have review'd this Relation, as
I intended, before it wdnt to the Press, I could have
contracted some, and altered other parts of it; but
'twas hastned from me • • • If there be a second • • •
I shall • • • mend any mistake or supply what may
seem wanting (415).
Through the five Lives and their many revisions, Walton
gradually developed a pattern of biographical writing
which proved highly successful for him.
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One should, once more, reflect upon the ways in
which Walton may be said to be a precursor of modern
biographers.

Basically, he is not a forerunner,

judging him on the basis of his stated purpose in
';>1riting biography, i.

~.,

tt.

•

•

'tis an honour due to

the dead, and a generous debt due to those that shall
live, and succeed usn (7).

The modern biographer tends

to feel that this commemorative impulse causes a
biographer to be overly partial toward his subject,
thus evoking a sense of hero worship.
modern

Therefore, the

is usually concerned with the life of a
man for its own sake. 209 On the other hand, the modern
w~iter

biographer need not be completely impartial.

Since he

himself is human, it is natural that he will be deeply
moved by the life of another. 210
Perhaps, by accident, Walton represents the
beginning in English biography of the realization of the
value of truth through documentation.

HOivever, he is

probably too much of an artist and not enough of a
scientist in dealing with his facts.

Paradoxically, as

his Lives become more factual and specific, they also
become more imaginative and dramatic.

Instead of using

209Nicolson, The Development of English Biography,
p. 10.
210Kendall, QQ. ~., p. 16.
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truth to present an accurate picture, he employs it to
make his narrative credible in all details. 2ll
Walton is a forerunner of wodern biographers in
his realization that biography should be a means of
literary expression.

Still, he was not careful in

making certain that he Has never defacing the truth.
The modern biographer chooses a subject's life which
coincides with his own.

Walton, on the other hand,

found and emphasized his values in the lives of his
subjects.

The result is that all five of his Lives

reveal similarities in construction.

IIis narrOVJ

outlook, along with his artistry, causes him to shape
his Lives into the form which he knew best--his personal
knowledge of himself. 2l2
Walton is definitely a forerunner of modern
biography in his portrayal of personality by means of
the anecdote, of evidence taken from the subject's
works, and of reported conversations.

Others before him

had used these devices, however, not as extensively.
The seventeenth-century influence of the Theophrastian
character is clearly evident continually within the
Lives; yet Walton knows the difference between a character
2llNovarr, QQ. ~., p. 490.
2l2 Ibid ., p. 487.

0r'l......

and biography.

Ee vias much aT;Jare, particularly in

Hooker and Sanderson, that one of the main problems of
the biographer is to relieve the reader of the burden
of useless material.

At the same time, he was con

scious that smallest details are often the most
effective keys to personality.

He \'iaS able

n.

•

•

to

lower a little bucket instead of trying to swallow the
great ocean of material. n2l3 Even though his char.acters
have been constructed according to his own necessities
and desire, they emerge, nevertheless, as liVing beings.
Finally, Walton is a forerunner of modern
biography in the matters of style.

He does not belong

to the Ciceronian school, nor does he belong to Bacon's
very elliptical school.

Following the patterns

established by the character writers, he fashions his
Ovin method of clear and simple expression suitable to
the li'Jriting of biography.

10\'Jell uses one word in
describing Walton's style...- If innocencyn. 21 4 He charms

with his writing without exactly knowing how he manages
to do so.

Although Walton is not original, however, in

the sense that he opens" • • • nevi paths to thought or

213Durling, D\'Jight, and Vlilliam Watt, Biography
Varieties ~ Parallels, p. 1.
2 1 4Lowe 11 , £E. £11.,
.
p. 91.
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.
. . t·lon, lt 21 5 none t'ne 1 ess, ,
nevJ vlstas
to lmaglna
ne .
lS ,
ao 1 e
to suffuse whatever enters his nund so that it emerges
as a very definite part of himse1f. 216

215Ibid., p. 92.

2161££.

ill.
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